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Abstract: Avian Influenza epidemics in Egypt represent a serious threat for local poultry industry and
became a real challenge for the international community. The present study investigates the source of
infection in Egypt, disease epidemiology, the role of migratory birds in disease introduction and
persistence, and finally possible role of swine in disease epidemiology. Obtained results suggest a primary
role of migratory birds in the introduction of H5N1 to Egypt in 2005 and their continuous role in
introducing new H5N1 alleles over the following years. No correlation could be detected between the
presence of swine populations and human infections. No species specificity was noticed among H5N1
strains isolated from humans or birds. Age and sex prevalence could be detected among the human cases,
where females were found to be more susceptible for the infection especially in the age group between
10 and 30 years old, whereas young males under 10 years were the most susceptible age group for males.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the emergence of the Highly Pathogenic
Avian Influenza (HPAI) H5N1 in China in 1996, the
disease spread to 59 countries at least. It was estimated
that, about 220 million birds were died or culled due
to Avian Influenza[6] and more than 409 human were
infected and 256 died worldwide[23,24]. It is not certain
that, H5N1 pandemic will occur, yet a possible
recombination with H1N1 strains would have a
catastrophic effect. Although different animal species
are susceptible to H5N1 including swine[2,5,25], only
swine can serve as “mixing vessels” as was the case in
the outbreaks of 1957 (H2N2), 1968 (H3N2) and 2009
(H1N1)[3,11].

Although the H5N1 epidemic started in China, yet
in contrast to the great genetic diversity of H5N1 in
China, only clade 2.2 spread westward. The role of
migratory birds in disease spread remains debatable. If
the virus spread was restricted to the movement of
birds, it is difficult to understand why only one clone
induced this expansion and why it happens by the
same clone responsible for the largest outbreak in wild
birds in Qinghai Lake. Molecular and epidemiological
evidences suggest that, this geographic extension was
due mainly to bird migration[15].

The current epidemic in Egypt was first recognized

in 2006 where the disease emerged suddenly in 7
governorates then spread to 22 governorates in few
days before becoming endemic in July 2008[23, 24]. The
detection of H5N1 in migratory birds in Egypt leads to
their incrimination to be the source of infection[16].
Others incriminated imported poultry from China as the
source of the H5N1 outbreaks. Local outbreaks of 2006
could be divided into three phases. The first phase
(February-May), in which the virus was introduced to
Egypt, showed high bird mortalities, the second phase
(June-October) characterized by a sharp drop in
infections due to vaccination and the time of summer
season and only positive cases were reported in
backyard flocks, then the disease reoccurred in the
early winter[1] as final phase.

The aim of the present work is to investigate the
source of infection with H5N1 virus and the
development of its epidemics in Egypt; also find any
correlations among H5N1 foci and the swine-human
population and to determine the age-sex susceptibility
to H5N1 in human population.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Collection of Data: Data concerning the morbidity and
case fatality, age-sex correlation among patients,
detected H5N1 foci, distribution of animal-bird-human
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populations and finally the efficiency of field vaccines
used in Egypt were required for the present work.
These data were mainly obtained from field surveys,
personal contacts, local official reports and the
published reports by international organizations such as
CDC, OIE, FAO and WHO.

DNA Sequence Analysis: Sequence analysis was
performed by different programs including NCBI
database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), CLUSTALW
(http://align.genome.jp) and MegAlign (DNASTAR,
USA). Mainly complete sequences of both Segments 4
and 6 (HA and NA genes) were used, whereas the
other segments of the viral genome were involved to a
lesser extent. The authors depended mainly on full
length sequences available in the gene bank. The main
accession numbers involved in the present work are
listed in Table (1).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Although all European and African strains are
closely related and belong to Qinghai-Lake clade 2.2,
yet the data obtained through sequence blasting
revealed molecular relationship among the African
H5N1 isolates from Nigeria, Burkina Faso, Cote
d`Ivoire and Sudan but to a less extent to Egyptian
ones. For the detection of the source of H5N1 isolates
introduced to Egypt, available sequences were blasted
(Table 1). Sequence analysis of segment 4 of the first
two H5N1 viruses isolated from migratory birds in
Egypt in 2005 (EF042624 and EF042623) revealed that
the two isolates have different origins where one is
related to the Slovenian strains while the second is
related to the Bavarian - Italian isolates. With the
exception of segment 4, few complete sequences of the
other segments from Egyptian isolates are published.
Sequence analysis revealed that segments 1, 2, 3 and
5 are related mainly to the isolates from Saudi Arabia
and Gaza. The related Saudi isolates were isolated from
dead falcons in October 2005 (EU748907, EU748903,
EU748905, EU748901), whereas the related virus
isolated from Gaza originated from dead chicken and
was isolated in 2006 (EU429980, EF532643,
EF532631). Similar to segment 4, the sequences of
segment 6 and 7 were mainly related to isolates from
Slovenia and Gaza. Finally, sequence blasting of
segment 8 showed relationships to isolates from Saudi
Arabia, Gaza, Slovenia and Italy (Table 1).

The reports obtained from the Egyptian Ministry of
Health showed that, between March 2006 and March
2009, a sum of 6360 suspected human cases were
reported to the local authorities, where 63 cases were
confirmed to be H5N1 positive, of these 24 died.
Among these deaths, 57 reared poultry in their

backyards and 4 worked in poultry farms or poultry
distribution. In two cases no infection source could be
detected. By the end of the year and the beginning of
2010, the number of confirmed cases increased to 94
patients with 28 deaths (Table 2 and 3). The median
number between the onset of the disease and
hospitalization was two days (0-11 days) and between
onset of the disease and death was 9 days (3 - 40
days) with a case fatality of 30%. The highest fatality
rate in Egypt was caused by Gharbia Strain with a case
fatality of 100% (6 deaths out of 6 cases). Data
analysis showed that, mortalities were higher among
adult females and patients that started the medication
with Tamiflu after two days after the onset of the
symptoms. The infected males were mainly younger
than 10 years with about one third (13 out of 36 cases)
being younger than 2 years old.

At present, four Governorates (New Valley, North
Sinai, South Sinai and Red Sea Governorates) are still
H5N1 free and no human cases were reported in Giza,
Ismailia, Port Said and Matruh Governorates. 

Sequence analysis revealed molecular relationship
among the studied African H5N1 isolates from Nigeria,
Burkina Faso, Cote d`Ivoire and Sudan but to a less
extent to Egyptian ones. This finding is in agreement
with previously published data [4] in which maximum
percentage nucleotide difference among African isolates
was found between two viruses isolated from the two
neighboring countries Egypt and Sudan, indicating
different sources, of viral introduction.

As Egypt lies in the flyway of migratory birds,
H5N1 virus was reported for the first time in October
2005 in two migrating teals. It is of interest that
sequence blasting of segment 4 of the two isolates
(EF042624 and EF042623) revealed that the two
isolates have different origins where one is related to
the Slovenian strains while the second is related to the
Bavarian - Italian isolates although the H5N1 viruses
were first reported in Slovenia, Germany and Italy in
early 2006. Later on 17th February 2006, the disease
emerged in 7 different governorates in Egypt at the
same time.

Data presented in Table (1) indicate that segments
1, 2 and 3 of Egyptian isolates are related mainly to
the isolates from Saudi Arabia and Gaza. As the H5N1
was reported in dead falcons in Saudi Arabia in
October 2005, it is possible that genome recombination
between both Slovenian and Saudi H5N1 genotypes
occurred in Egypt. It is also possible; that the
migratory birds introduced the virus to Saudi Arabia at
first, where recombinations with local variants of H5N1
occurred before being re-exported to Egypt through the
birds in the end of 2005. The data analysis does not
support the prevailing assumption in Egypt that H5N1
was introduced to Egypt through the importation of
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infected poultry products from China. The direct
introduction from China was also suggested[18].

The two strains detected in migratory birds in
Egypt in 2005 have different sources. The one
originated from Slovenia could persist in the population
and seems to be the origin of local Egyptian strains
while the second had higher homology to west
European strains and disappeared later from the local
genetic pool (Fig.1). Separate evolutional sub-lineages
of the virus in Eurasia and America was suggested[20],
indicating the role of longitudinal but not latitudinal
bird migration in the spread of the epidemics. It
remains questionable if the virus was introduced at the
end of 2005 and again in February 2006 or remained
undetected till February 2006, which may declare its
parallel occurrence in 7 different governorates. This is
also supported by the epidemiological data indicating
the disappearance of the disease in summer and its
reoccurrence in the early winter of 2006, which may
illustrate the influence of the geographic region, season,
the presence of migratory birds and the environment on
the incidence and distribution of the disease[1].

Yet there is much debate about the role of
migratory birds and poultry transport in the spread of
highly pathogenic avian influenza H5N1[8,9,16]. It is easy
to understand and justify the debate as one of the two
isolates emerged in Egypt in 2005 persisted in the
population while the second failed to influence the
genetic pool of native isolates. The same conclusion
could be obtained by sequence analysis of two other
isolates which emerged with migratory birds in 2007,
where only one of them could persist in the population
(EU496385) and the other one (EU371904) did not. It
seems that the isolates which dominated in 2006 were
replaced by new clusters in 2007, which in turn
disappeared in 2008. It is also possible that one cluster
from the year 2006 evolved through mutation or
recombination to give the strain (EU371906) which was
detected in 2007. This strain seems to be the source of
all isolates sequenced in 2008. In disagreement with
our results, all African and Middle East isolates
including the Egyptian strains originated from one virus
introduced to Africa on the beginning of 2006[1]. This
conclusion was achieved through sequence analysis of
Segment 4 of the Egyptian isolates. 

The rapid spread of the virus to cover 20 out of
the 26 Egyptian governorates in a short time was
attributed to many factors including the high density of
poultry population, live bird markets, unorganized rural
poultry production in backyards as well as fast and
randomized movement of poultry, by-products, manure
and humans[1]. Moreover, insufficient human awareness
and the unhygienic disposal of dead birds and the use
of untreated wastes of poultry farms to feed farmed
fish are additional factors for viral persistence. The

contaminated materials will be, in turn, fed by wild
and aquatic birds and allow the virus to persist in the
community. In addition to these reasons, sequence
analysis in correlation to affected species (Fig. 1)
revealed that the H5N1 has a broad host range without
species specific strain prevalence. 

This may be one of the reasons for the rapid
spread and persistence of the epidemics and even the
masked undetected viral circulation in the population.
The rearing of ducks mixed with other birds is an
additional and important factor for the viral persistence,
since infected duck can shed the virus for 17 days
without showing any symptoms[15].

Meanwhile, a sharp drop in reported outbreaks in
commercial farms since the spring of 2006 and its
further occurrence in rural areas was noticed. This may
be attributed to the early application of vaccination of
poultry and strict hygienic measures in commercial
farms. Although the vaccination program enabled the
control of epidemics in Egypt, yet its role in the
conversion of the H5N1 outbreaks from the epidemic
into endemic form remains questionable. The use of
different imported vaccines prepared from non-local
isolates and the continuous introduction of new strains
by migratory birds enriched the viral genetic pool in
the population. This may enhance the development and
evolution of new variants of the virus and help to
explain the continuous occurrence of new clusters.
Such difference in antigenicity between local and
imported isolates was previously reported[5].

The case fatality in Egypt is clearly less than the
international average (63, 3%) reported by the WHO
[22]. This may be attributed to either the improvement
of the health care and disease awareness or due to the
endemicity of H5N1 and its circulation in a subclinical
form in humans in Egypt. The highest number of
human cases and deaths occurred in Gharbia district (6
deaths out of 6 cases; Table 3) although this district
does not have the highest human population, population
density, swine population nor the highest number of
recorded foci in poultry farms. The high number of
human cases in Gharbia could be attributed to the high
virulence of the Gharbia isolate in comparison to other
isolates. Meanwhile, the highest number of foci could
be detected in Sharqia due to the high poultry
population in Sharqia Governorate.

Higher seroprevalence of anti-H5N1 antibodies
than the international level could be detected among
Egyptian swine[5]. The absence of correlation between
the number of human cases and swine population deny
the direct epidemiological role of swine in the spread
of the infection. In addition to Gharbia strain, a
Tamiflu resistant isolate was also detected in
Egypt[10,13]. Two family clusters were reported in 2006
in  Kafr  El  Sheikh  and  Gharbia  Governorates.
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Fig. 1: Genetic relationships among Egyptian H5N1 isolates and the main closely related viruses based on the
sequences of segment 4. 
*Local strain which has no relationship to any other strains. 
** Foreign European isolates closely related to strains found in migratory birds in the year 2005. 
*** Egyptian isolates from the year 2008. 
Strains isolated from migratory birds are in Bold.
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Table 1: Accession numbers used in the present study. The sequences of the 8 H5N1 segments were blasted by the NCBI and the
CLUSTALW server

Segment Accession numbers
Segment 1 EU146843, CY020652, CY016906, EU146844, EU146842, CY020660, CY020652
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Segment 2 EU146849, CY016905, EU146850, CY020659, CY020651
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Segment 3 EU146857, EU146856, EU146858, CY020658, CY020650
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Segment 4 EU496392, EU371898, EU371900, EU371899, EU371909, EU371907, EU371908, EF469654, EF469659, EU372947, EU371914,

EU371902, EU371901, EU371913, EU371921, EF441278, EF200513, EF200512, EF469660, EU371920, EU496386, EU371903,
EF469657, EF469653, EF441279, EU496385, EU371897, EU373736, FJ686847, EF469650, EF535818, EF535821, EU496383,
EU183322, CY016899, DQ862002, EF469655, EU372944, EU372945, EU496384, EU371919, EU371918, EF469651, EF042624,
EF395845, AM911090, AM911085, AM911100, CY020645, DQ862001, FJ686844, FJ686835, FJ686833, FJ686832, FJ686831,
FJ686836, J686837, EU717855, FJ686838, FJ686841, FJ686839, FJ686834, EU496399, EU717857, FJ686849, EU371906 ,
CY020653, EF469652, EU372946, EU183323, EU183321, EF532626, EU371904, EF042623, DQ387854, CY022637, DQ851561,
CY022645, DQ838509, CY034758, AJ971298 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Segment 5 EU146893, EU146895, EU146894, CY020656, CY020648
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Segment 6 EU146892, FJ461628, FJ461659, FJ461658, FJ461657, FJ461652, FJ461650, FJ461649, FJ461636, FJ461635, FJ461634,

FJ461632, FJ461631, EU717856, EU146881, EU146891. CY020655, CY020647, EF382360, EF222324, EF486250, EF486249,
EF486248, EF486247, EF486246, EF486245, EF486244, EF486243, EF486242, EF486241, EF486240, EF222323, EF222322,
CY016901

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Segment 7 EU146904, EU146903, CY020646, CY020654, CY016900, EU146903, EU146904, EU146905 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Segment 8 EU146911, EU146910, CY020649, CY020657

Table 2: Total number of laboratory-confirmed human cases reported by WHO.
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Total
----------------------- --------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------ ---------------------------
cases deaths cases deaths cases deaths cases deaths cases deaths cases deaths

Egypt 18 10 25 9 8 4 39 4 4 1 94 28
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Worldwide 115 79 88 59 44 33 22 7 4 1 471 283
Source: http://www.who.int/csr/disease/avian_influenza/country/cases_table_2010_01_28/en/index.html

Table 3: Number of H5N1 foci reported by OIE in different Governorates in relation to the number of swine, human population, reported
human cases and deaths. 

Governorate H5N1 foci1 pig population2 human population3 human cases4 human death4

Sharqia 197 5,340,058 5 0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Qalyubia 151 60,000 4,237,003 7 3
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Giza 123 42,000 6,272,571 0 0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Gharbia 90 4,010,298 9 6
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Monufia 69 3,270,404 8 2
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Dakahlia 66 60,000 4,985,187 8 2
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Minya 66 4,179,309 6 1
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Damietta 42 1,092,316 4 1
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Beheira 33 4,737,129 3 1
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Luxor5 33 3276700 6 1
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Alexandria 31 4,110,015 3 0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Faiyum 29 2,512,792 6 3
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Kafr el-Sheikh 29 2,618,111 7 1
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Suhaj 26 314,200 5 0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 3: Continue
Beni Suef 16 2,290,527 3 3
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cairo6 16 100,000-120,000 7,786,640 7 3
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Aswan 10 1,184,432 3 0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ismailia 8 942,832 0 0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Suez 5 510,935 1 0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Asyut 4 45,000 3,441,597 2 1
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Port Said 1 515,000 0 0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Matruh 1 322,341 0 0
1The H5N1 Foci detected from the start of the epidemics in Egypt untill the publication date of the OIE report in 07.07.2008 as reported in
the OIE Follow-up report No.2. A total of 1047 H5N1 outbreaks in Egypt were submitted to the OIE for this period.
2according to non official reports from the year 2008. No official statistics about swine populations in Egypt are available.
3according to the official population from the year 2006.
4according to the official numbers declared by the Egyptian Government and reported to the WHO.
5Luxor: including Qina district.
6Cairo: including 6th of October district.

Table 4: H5N1 Age- sex susceptibility among the 94 Egyptian human cases:
Age female male

--------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------
infections deaths infections deaths

Cases under 10 years old 24 1 22 1
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Between 10 and 30 years 25 17 7 3
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Older than 30 years 9 6 1 0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total 58 24 36 4

All patients were exposed to infected poultry and
became ill at the same time. A third cluster was
detected in 2007 in Qena Governorate with few days
interval between the onsets of the disease among the
patients. Data analysis failed to report human-to-human
transmission as the patients had two separate exposures
to infected birds. This is in contrast to the situation in
Thailand, Indonesia and China where Man to Man
infection was reported[12,14,17].

Data analysis shows that mortalities were higher
among adult females and patients that started the
medication with Tamiflu within 48 hours after the
onset of the symptoms. The obtained data differ from
the published reports concerning the age of infected
males. In Egypt, the infected males were mainly
younger than 10 years while the published cases ranged
mainly between 10 and 29 years old[19,21] (Table 4).
The sex susceptibility may be attributed to the nature
of housekeeping in Egypt, where the females care for
the animals reared at home. This may clarify the
observation that 13 out of 36 males were less than 2
years old as they are in close contact with their
mothers. The limited deaths among young children in
spite of their high susceptibility cannot be explained. 
The present work shows the continuous introduction of
new H5N1 viruses to Egypt through migratory birds.

Local eradication programs seem to be not enough and
have a limited success. The running eradication
programs were criticized by the FAO[7]. In conclusion,
the threat of H5N1 in Egypt persists although the virus
was eliminated from most of previously affected
countries. The local eradication program must depend
mainly on vaccines prepared from local isolates and to
develop educational programs for the farmers specially
females to learn them how to protect themselves and
their young children from being infected.
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